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Rethinking Gender Equality in Global Governance
2019-04-26

a very valuable and much needed book on a central element in the processes of social change the construction and
reconstruction of social norms as they move between global and local levels naila kabeer london school of
economics and political science uk this book explores how gender equality norms are ever evolving and argues
convincingly that we cannot take their effectiveness nor their acceptance for granted judith kelley duke sanford
school of public policy usa in an era of increasing resistance to gender equality this is a much needed volume that
attends to how gender equality norms are interpreted and contested in governance organisations ranging from the
un and the eu to mercosur and women s ngos in india and uganda ann towns university of gothenburg sweden this
edited collection provides a new theoretical approach to the study of how global norms influence social processes
it analyses the institutional and highly political processes whereby actors be they local national regional or trans
national engage with global norms of gender equality the editors bring together key thinkers who emphasise how
context and history effect norm engagement and how particular groups and actors tend to be marginalised from
discussions of global norms by proposing a situated approach that underlines the contingent multi level processes
that occur when actors interpret use manipulate bend or betray norms notions of norm diffusion are
fundamentally challenged this book makes a further crucial contribution to the study of norms and gender equality
in global governance by analysing very different empirical contexts from new delhi and st petersburg to the
organisation of american states and from kampala and new york to the european union

The impact of COVID-19 on gender equality and food security in the
Arab region with a focus on the Sudan and Iraq
2022-02-14

a regional rapid gender analysis rga is conducted with a special focus on iraq and the sudan as case studies to
provide information about the different needs capacities and coping strategies of women men boys and girls in a
crisis rapid gender analysis is built up progressively using a range of primary and secondary information to
understand gender roles and relations and how they may change during a crisis it provides practical programming
and operational recommendations to meet the different needs of women men boys and girls and to ensure we do
no harm rapid gender analysis uses the tools and approaches of gender analysis fameworks and adapts them to
the shorter time frames rapidly changing contexts and insecure environments that often characterise
humanitarian interventions to ensure that data is available to inform humanitarian response efforts and
contributing to recovery and preparedness efforts

Gender Equality in Australia Strengthening Gender Considerations
in Policy and Budget Decisions
2023-12-11

this oecd review assists australia in embedding gender considerations in policy and budget decisions it draws
upon best practices across oecd countries and sets out a series of actions to enable the federal government to
strengthen gender impact assessments and gender budgeting this

The Routledge Handbook of Gender and EU Politics
2021-03-17

this handbook maps the expanding field of gender and eu politics giving an overview of the fundamentals and new
directions of the sub discipline and serving as a reference book for gender scholars and students at different levels
interested in the eu in investigating the gendered nature of european integration and gender relations in the eu as
a political system it summarizes and assesses the research on gender and the eu to this point in time identifies
existing research gaps in gender and eu studies and addresses directions for future research distinguished
contributors from the us the uk and continental europe and from across disciplines from political science sociology
economics and law expertly inform about gender approaches and summarize the state of the art in gender and eu
studies the routledge handbook of gender and eu politics provides an essential and authoritative source of
information for students scholars and researchers in eu studies politics gender studies politics political theory
comparative politics international relations political and gender sociology political economy european and legal
studies law

Measuring gender equality in science and engineering
2018-12-03

an in depth analysis of the specific aspects of justice equality and tax law justice equality and tax law is a topic
that is both old and new at the same time even if the society changes the demands that tax needs to be just and
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equal seem to be immutable what changes of course is the perception of the content of those demands
international taxation post beps has been fraught with new challenges that warranted urgent responses these
challenges were mainly provoked by the unprecedented rise of the digital economy which truly marked a change
in the way business is conducted how value is created and how goods and services are produced and consumed
digitalization in turn had repercussions on all aspects of taxation direct taxation indirect taxation and even tax
procedures for instance the quest for more justice and equality in profit taxes was the reason why in october 2021
a historical deal based on a two pillar solution to address the tax challenges arising from the digitalization of the
economy was negotiated within the oecd g20 inclusive framework on base erosion and profit shifting and agreed
upon by 137 member countries it was also the motive behind the shift from a typical vendor collection model to an
intermediary collection model supported by centralized registration points in indirect taxes notably the vat gst
abundant data from the european union or the oecd signalized an ever increasing gap between expected vat
revenues and vat actually collected making it obvious that the classical system of vat gst collection was unable to
respond to challenges posed by the digital economy therefore new solutions based on the participation of digital
platforms as intermediaries had been introduced finally new technologies such as blockchain paved new avenues
in enhancing tax compliance in this context this volume entitled justice equality and tax law contains not only a
selection of the best master s theses of the full time ll m programme in 2021 2022 but also represents an in depth
analysis of various aspects of this evergreen topic

Justice, Equality and Tax Law
2022-10-05

preliminary material talia naamat nina osin and dina porat introduction talia naamat nina osin and dina porat
algeria talia naamat nina osin and dina porat angola talia naamat nina osin and dina porat benin talia naamat nina
osin and dina porat botswana talia naamat nina osin and dina porat burkina faso talia naamat nina osin and dina
porat burundi talia naamat nina osin and dina porat cameroon talia naamat nina osin and dina porat cabo verde
talia naamat nina osin and dina porat central african republic talia naamat nina osin and dina porat chad talia
naamat nina osin and dina porat comoros talia naamat nina osin and dina porat congo democratic republic of the
talia naamat nina osin and dina porat congo republic of the talia naamat nina osin and dina porat côte d ivoire
talia naamat nina osin and dina porat djibouti talia naamat nina osin and dina porat egypt talia naamat nina osin
and dina porat equatorial guinea talia naamat nina osin and dina porat eritrea talia naamat nina osin and dina
porat ethiopia talia naamat nina osin and dina porat gabon talia naamat nina osin and dina porat gambia talia
naamat nina osin and dina porat ghana talia naamat nina osin and dina porat guinea talia naamat nina osin and
dina porat guinea bissau talia naamat nina osin and dina porat kenya talia naamat nina osin and dina porat lesotho
talia naamat nina osin and dina porat liberia talia naamat nina osin and dina porat libya talia naamat nina osin and
dina porat madagascar talia naamat nina osin and dina porat malawi talia naamat nina osin and dina porat mali
talia naamat nina osin and dina porat mauritania talia naamat nina osin and dina porat mauritius talia naamat nina
osin and dina porat morocco talia naamat nina osin and dina porat mozambique talia naamat nina osin and dina
porat namibia talia naamat nina osin and dina porat niger talia naamat nina osin and dina porat nigeria talia
naamat nina osin and dina porat rwanda talia naamat nina osin and dina porat são tomé and príncipe talia naamat
nina osin and dina porat senegal talia naamat nina osin and dina porat seychelles talia naamat nina osin and dina
porat sierra leone talia naamat nina osin and dina porat somalia talia naamat nina osin and dina porat south africa
talia naamat nina osin and dina porat south sudan talia naamat nina osin and dina porat sudan talia naamat nina
osin and dina porat swaziland talia naamat nina osin and dina porat tanzania talia naamat nina osin and dina porat
togo talia naamat nina osin and dina porat tunisia talia naamat nina osin and dina porat uganda talia naamat nina
osin and dina porat zambia talia naamat nina osin and dina porat zimbabwe talia naamat nina osin and dina porat
international documents talia naamat nina osin and dina porat african documents talia naamat nina osin and dina
porat tables ratification status of treaties talia naamat nina osin and dina porat

Legislating for Equality
2015-12-04

examines the united progressive alliance led government s 2004 14 agenda for the religious minorities in india

European handbook for gender equality, equity, inclusion in sport: a
perspective through the erasmus + women-up project
2023-12-04

offers a systematic up to date evaluation of the debate relating to international trade law policy and gender
equality

The Struggle for Equality
2019-03-21

this book explores how restrictive copyright laws deny access to information for the print disabled despite equality
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laws protecting access it contributes to disability rights scholarship and ideas of digital equality in analysis of
domestic disability anti discrimination civil human and constitutional rights copyright and other reading equality
measures

Trade Policy and Gender Equality
2023-09-30

this book examines different approaches by which states characterised by federal or decentralized arrangements
reconcile equality and autonomy in case studies from four continents leading experts analyse the challenges of
ensuring institutional social and economic equality whilst respecting the competences of regions and the rights of
groups

Discrimination, Copyright and Equality
2017-04-03

a two volume comprehensive guide with information on obtaining scholastic grants scholarships and other
financial resources to be used for educational expenses

The Principle of Equality in Diverse States
2021-05-25

gender equality is a core development objective in its own right and also smart development policy and business
practice no society can develop sustainably without giving men and women equal power to shape their own lives
and contribute to their families communities and countries and yet critical gender gaps continue to exist in all
countries and across multiple dimensions the gender module of the world bank s adept software platform
produces a comprehensive set of tables and graphs using household surveys to help diagnose and analyze the
prevailing gender inequalities at the country level and over time this book provides a step by step guide to the use
of the adept software and an introduction to its basic economic concepts and econometric methods the module is
organized around the framework proposed by the world development report 2012 gender equality and
development it covers gender differences in outcomes in three primary dimensions of gender equality human
capital or endowments economic opportunities and voice and agency particular focus is given to the analysis and
decomposition techniques that allow for further exploring of gender gaps in economic opportunities

Ferguson Career Resource Guide to Grants, Scholarships, and Other
Financial Resources, 2-Volume Set
2014-05-14

diversity in the workforce can be attributed to both a popular cultural shift and legislative intervention despite
these forces discrimination endures in all aspects of western society from education to employment unequal pay
and opportunities for promotion are symptoms of a systematic discrimination of individuals based on race and
gender the handbook of research on race gender and the fight for equality provides a critical look at race gender
and modern day discrimination focusing on workplace and educational dynamics the research found within this
book addresses equal opportunity and diversity requirements from a myriad of perspectives this book is an
essential reference source for professionals and researchers working in equality as well as managers and those in
leadership roles

Measuring Gender Equality
2017-04-10

well educated populations are important aspects of any contemporary society as education increases national and
global development and the positive expansion of communities to participate actively in civil matters also
increases educational equality is based on the principles of administrative competence and fairness of access and
distribution of resources opportunities and treatment which ensures success for every person ensuring equal
access to quality education requires addressing a wide range of persistent inequalities in society and includes a
stronger focus on how different forms of inequalities intersect to produce unequal opportunities or outcomes that
affect marginalized and vulnerable groups policy and practice challenges for equality in education takes a
multifaceted look at issues of equality and inequality in education as related to policy practice resource access and
distribution as such this book explores the potential practices in education that serve to mitigate and transform
unproductive practices which have left societies scarred by social and educational inequalities the chapters
provide a critical analysis of the manifestations of inequalities in various educational contexts and discerns how
broader social inequalities are informed by education related matters this book is ideal for sociologists
administrators instructors policymakers data scientists community leaders practitioners stakeholders researchers
academicians and students interested in educational equality and the unique challenges being faced worldwide
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Handbook of Research on Race, Gender, and the Fight for Equality
2016-03-31

the only current developer driven book positioned and based on apache struts 1 2 which is still the most widely
used and most popular mvc based web application development framework condensed tutorial and lab format
where material has been tested in actual class settings includes some preview coverage of the next generation of
struts 2 x otherwise known as apache shale

Policy and Practice Challenges for Equality in Education
2021-09-10

in the twenty first century gender responsive budgeting grb has emerged as a development tool that explores if
and how gender equality goals and targets are being effectively supported through government funding gender
responsive budgeting in practice lessons from nigeria and selected developing countries argues that although
justified by the high costs of gender inequality to economic growth and development the use of grb as a tool to
achieve global and regional gender equality goals has seen little progress in the twenty first century especially in
developing countries through analyses of government budgets and the budgeting process and gender equality
outcomes in nigeria and the selected countries from 2000 to 2020 the contributors show that grb has failed to gain
traction or thrive in developing countries using these analyses the contributors identify critical success factors
that are missing in policy making and planning in the developing world and must be integrated in order to further
facilitate inclusive growth and sustainable development

Beginning Apache Struts
2006-11-22

this remarkable book manages to pinpoint the critical issues in the care and education of young children with up
to date research and all of this in a pleasurable and lively style this needs to be read widely and right away
deborah meier macarthur award winning public school teacher principal and author an ambitious book unlike any
other in early childhood policy a must read for all who care about kids nancy carlsson paige professor emerita
lesley university susan ochshorn shows us how a few dedicated people schools agencies and institutions have
made a difference in children s lives a difference that is enhancing early development in this generation and those
to come samuel j meisels founding executive director buffett early childhood institute university of nebraska
indispensable for policymakers educators and all who care about our future riane eisler social scientist attorney
and author sharp eyed warm and lively a delightful read on a dead serious topic janet gornick professor of political
science and sociology city university of new york an urgent call to action that could change the course of the
nation s future linda darling hammond charles e ducommun professor of education stanford university a
kaleidoscope of stories and statistics to illustrate the profound injustices we are visiting on our children and the
corresponding injuries we are inflicting on ourselves we can only hope that squandering america s future will help
to turn the tide anne marie slaughter president and ceo new america

Gender-Responsive Budgeting in Practice
2022-03-30

here are the refereed proceedings of the 5th international ifip tc6 networking conference networking 2006 the 88
revised full papers and 31 poster papers are organized in topical sections on caching and content management
mobile ad hoc networks mobility handoff monitoring measurements multicast multimedia optical networks peer to
peer resource management and qos routing topology and location awareness traffic engineering transport
protocols wireless networks and wireless sensor networks

Squandering America's Future—Why ECE Policy Matters for
Equality, Our Economy, and Our Children
2015

this two volume open access book offers a theoretically and empirically grounded portrayal of the experiences of
people claiming international protection in europe on the basis of their sexual orientation or gender identity sogi it
shows how european asylum systems might and should treat asylum claims based on people s sogi in a fairer more
humane way through a combined comparative interdisciplinary socio legal human rights feminist queer and
intersectional approach this book examines not only the legal experiences of people claiming asylum on grounds of
their sogi but also their social experiences outside the asylum decision making framework the authors analyse
how sogi related claims are adjudicated in different european frameworks european union council of europe
germany italy and uk and offer detailed recommendations to adequately address the intersectional experiences of
individuals seeking asylum this unique approach ensures that the book is of interest not only to researchers in
migration and refugee studies law and wider academic communities but also to policy makers and practitioners in
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the field of sogi asylum

NETWORKING 2006. Networking Technologies, Services, Protocols;
Performance of Computer and Communication Networks; Mobile and
Wireless Communications Systems
2006-04-27

life became much more difficult for african americans in the 1890 they were treated really unfairly and this
difference in treatment has become very obvious luckily there were african american leaders who decided to fight
for equality reading this educational book will also help your child identify the problems africans asians mexicans
and native americans faced too grab a copy today

Queering Asylum in Europe
2021-08-31

although men and women are typically taxed under the same rules their different social and economic
characteristics e g income levels or labour force participation mean that the tax system can inadvertently
contribute to gender inequalities in society understanding and improving the impact of taxes on gender equality is
a key dimension that governments need to consider as part of tax design to support inclusive growth

Fighting for Equality : A Brief History of African Americans in
America | United States 1877-1914 | American World History |
History 6th Grade | Children's American History of 1800s
2020-12-31

despite legal and social advances in the past two decades sexual and gender minorities continue to face
widespread discrimination and violence in many countries this discrimination and violence lead to exclusion which
adversely impacts their lives as well as the communities and economies in which they live a major barrier to
addressing this stigma and sexual orientation and gender identity sogi based exclusion is the lack of sogi specific
data robust quantitative data on diÂ fferential development experiences and outcomes of sexual and gender
minorities especially those in developing countries is extremely thin this paucity of data jeopardizes the
achievement of the sustainable development goals and countries commitment to the principle of leaving no one
behind in the effÂ ort to end poverty and inequality equality of opportunity for sexual and gender minorities
assesses the unique challenges that sexual and gender minorities face in six important areas i criminalization and
sogi ii access to education iii access to the labor market iv access to public services and social protection v civil
and political inclusion vi protection from hate crimes this report covÂ ers numerous policy recommendations to
prevent and eliminate discriminatory practices in all of the areas covered it also seeks to inflÂŽuence legislative
changes and support research on institutions and regulations that can ultimately lead to poverty reduction and
shared prosperity at the same time it acknowledges that the mere existence of inclusive laws and regulations does
not ensure that sexual and gender minorities are free from discrimination the enforcement of those laws is crucial
this publication the first in a series of studies will be expanded from the 16 countries included here to a wider set
of countries for more in depth quantitative analysis and to identify possible correlations with socioeconomic
outcomes it will seek to deepen knowledge facilitate peer learning of good practices and encourage reforms to
increase the inclusion of sexual and gender minorities

Tax Policy and Gender Equality A Stocktake of Country Approaches
2022-02-18

this hands on guide supports primary teachers and other school staff in challenging gender stereotypes and sets
out advice on how to implement gender equality and respect in the curriculum and in all areas of school life an
increase in the number of transgender children and a recognition of gender reassignment as a protected
characteristic under the 2010 equality act means that all primary schools need to ensure they are safe
environments respectful of all genders this book draws on the gender respect project which identified the need to
address gender stereotyping and gender based violence with children and young people the book is full of lesson
plans case studies clear guidance and recommended actions as well as further reading and resources extending
beyond awareness of other genders this book provides a framework for a gender equality approach in the
classroom and empowers children to think critically about gender and to respect themselves and others

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity: Exploring the French Revolution
2001
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historically women around the world have had fewer opportunities than men in education employment health care
and politics the moral argument for gender equality is clear and the economic evidence is mounting the
international monetary fund and other international institutions have worked to help whittle away at the barriers
that prevent girls and women from achieving their full economic potential this book is based on a joint research
project between the imf and the united kingdom s department for international development on gender budgeting
around the world the book summarizes prominent gender budgeting initiatives in more than 80 countries gender
budgeting allows fiscal authorities to ensure that tax spending and policies address inequality and the
advancement of women gender budgeting goals include increasing access to education childcare and health
services raising female labor force participation and eradicating violence against women

Equality of Opportunity for Sexual and Gender Minorities
2021-12-02

medical sociology has evolved from being considered as an unimportant area of enquiry to being regarded as
central to the study of private troubles and public issues at present much of what is deemed in sociology as
exciting is advancing or contributing to the field of health it is appropriate therefore that an edited text is
published to specifically examine some of the important themes currently in medical sociology research and
writing this volume documents thinking frameworks and processes that are actively shaping the medical sociology
research of today it covers a wide range of topics ranging from the morality of death and euthanasia to the conflict
that exists between different status health care providers sociological perspectives of health and illness will be of
interest to students across a wide range of courses in sociology and the social sciences specifically students
undertaking undergraduate and postgraduate courses in health studies and health promotion would benefit by
reading this textbook however professionals will also be attracted to the book due to the dissemination of current
practises in health promotion issues and practices

Gender Equality in Primary Schools
2018-07-19

this textbook offers comprehensive coverage of the equality act 2010 and deals also with the equality aspects of
the human rights act 1998 and european convention on human rights it encourages critical analysis of equality
law to equip the reader with an understanding of the enduring challenges that frame equality law and
contemporary responses to those challenges new content includes a chapter on age discrimination and analysis of
the public sector equality duty structured so as to be accessible to the student approaching discrimination law for
the first time the book is also sufficiently detailed and analytical to appeal to the well informed reader and to
provide those engaged in research with a solid base for further independent study for the undergraduate student
studying discrimination law as a free standing subject or as part of a wider course the book provides a one stop
shop this book is also a key core text for any postgraduate discrimination law course

Fiscal Policies and Gender Equality
2018-04-11

introduction gendered budgets women and bc s economy it s about time men and women in the labour trends in
the official eco women and the bc budget public sector employment education and training care work deregulation
of employment s social assistance legal services bc budget and fiscal framework priorities for budget 2006 a
advocacy early learning and child care anti poverty strategy affordable housing stock enhancing bc s education
system health care women s support services responding to the pine beetl solutions budget three year pla

Sociological Perspectives of Health and Illness
2010-10-12

today gender and gender identity is at the forefront of discussion as the plight of women around the world and
issues of gender equality and human rights have become an international concern for politicians government
agencies social activists and the general public discourse analysis as a tool for understanding gender identity
representation and equality provides a thorough analysis of what language use and linguistic expression can teach
us about gender identity in addition to current discussions on topics related to women s rights and gender
inequality focusing on issues related to women in developing countries workplace inequalities and social freedom
this publication is an essential reference source for researchers graduate level students and theorists in the fields
of sociology women s studies economics and government

Poverty Today Issue 50 (March/April 2001)
2023-04-20

in the vein of plato s classics the republic and the dialogues of plato e robert morse sets off to explore the
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difference between the two political forces in modern america liberalism and conservatism with patient precision
he is able to wind through a dialogue between a group of young friends in order to make relevant and tangible the
complex themes involved with politics the themes most prominent being justice and equality in a debate this
robust one that issues heated disputes across the globe morse cannot help but take sides but when he does he
does so with grace and humility not arrogance or condescension the author s conservatism does not detract from
the flowing logical investigation but rather lends to imaginative proofs and expands the resilient argument to
heretofore unseen bounds considered throughout the dialogue are explanations of free market capitalism and
communist socialism the worth of the self man s relationship with nature and ideas absolute and relative morality
and the quality of judgment included with the dialogue is the treatise on the pursuit and administration of freedom
which draws the argument into the arena of freedom and responsibility a theme established by morse in his first
book amazement as a whole justice and equality industriously confirms morse s new tradition of intuitive
understanding and creative scholarship

Discrimination Law
2006

youth networks and organizations of young farmers producers and entrepreneurs play a central role as partners in
development initiatives that target youth in rural and agrifood spaces author by understanding and applying
gender transformative and socially inclusive approaches youth organizations can become more equitable
accessible impactful and pluralistic platforms that legitimately represent the heterogeneity of young people and
amplify the voices of those most marginalized or those in situations of vulnerability author these guidelines are a
practical tool for youth organizations to better understand gender equality and social inclusion gesi and their
importance offering a step by step methodology to self assess main gaps and areas for improvement as the basis
to embed inclusive approaches in their organizational practice author

B.C. Solutions Budget 2006: Budgeting for Women's Equality
2016-06-01

the people s book prize 2022 23 shortlisted title there s one group consistently ignored in most companies
diversity strategies but which could be your business s secret weapon professional women over 50 are faced with
a triple whammy of discrimination they are not male young or linear in their career paths as a result they are
leaving corporate life and taking their career into their own hands and with it they take their abundant wisdom
energy and ambition drawing on new research by dr lucy ryan that fills a longstanding data gap this book shows
that assumptions about declining midlife motivation and energy just aren t true for women and reveals how you
can retain and develop this invaluable talent pool with a better understanding of their challenges and a few simple
changes professional women have transformed our world and women over 50 are deserving of your attention and
ready to step up in your business dr lucy ryan is a leadership coach consultant author and passionate advocate for
women s professional development her doctoral research project explored the phenomenon of midlife for
professional women a long standing data gap and she works with companies internationally to unlock the potential
of this key talent pool

Discourse Analysis as a Tool for Understanding Gender Identity,
Representation, and Equality
2003-10

this book analyses social democratic parties attempts to tackle inequality in increasingly challenging times it
provides a distinctive contribution to the literature on the so called crisis of social democracy by exploring the role
of equality policy in this crisis while the main focus is on analysing australian labor governments examples are
also given from a wide range of parties internationally the book traces how a traditional focus on class has
expanded to include other forms of inequality including issues of gender race ethnicity and sexuality and explores
both the intersections and potential tensions that result meanwhile there are new challenges for equality policy
arising from a changing geo economics the rise of asia the legacies of neoliberalism and the impact of
technological disruption

Justice and Equality
2024-05-13

telemedicine has recently become a key focus of healthcare systems globally heavily influenced by the covid 19
pandemic and the increased need for remote care pathways implementing telemedicine can bring myriad benefits
for both patients and providers and has the potential to make a huge impact by improving access to abortion care
in both the united kingdom and united states abortion is heavily regulated exceptionally so when compared to
other routine healthcare this regulation has had the impact of exacerbating the social and geographical
circumstances that can make access to abortion services difficult this book examines telemedical provision of early
medical abortion alongside the access barriers created by laws in the united kingdom and united states it critically
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appraises a series of developments in this rapidly evolving subject providing an up to date and well informed
analysis in doing so it argues that there is a moral imperative to introduce retain or reinstate as applicable
telemedical early medical abortion

Gender equality and social inclusion for youth organizations
2023-09-04

this book contains a global comparative study of implementation and monitoring mechanisms for national
disability strategies it comprises a comparative study that was conducted at international regional and
comparative country levels and that highlights critical success factors in implementing disability strategies or
action plans worldwide it explores emerging synergies between what is required to implement principles of
international law contained in the convention on the rights of persons with disabilities and what it is possible to
achieve through national policy and systems development a number of critical success factors for implementing
and monitoring strategies are identified including leadership from government and civil society participation of
disabled people in implementation and monitoring transparency and accountability in reporting on progress
independent monitoring and external review and the ability to measure progress with indicators of disability
equality
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the european union is a supranational organisation with a set of circumscribed powers although these powers do
not include an all encompassing fundamental rights mandate today s existential challenges from economic to
refugee crisis via concerns for compliance with the rule of law in some of its member states increase the pressure
on the eu to develop tools for protection and promotion of such rights one way of addressing the tension between
the lack of a general mandate and vivid calls for protection is for the eu to focus on selected fundamental rights
which it has competence to regulate one such example is eu law on the fundamental right to equal treatment that
has blossomed since the late 1990s in developing selected fundamental right policies that can be imposed on
domestic actors as eu law does supranational intervention needs to be carefully tailored to the plural landscape
where they are intended to flourish this monograph calls for a nuanced use of the infrastructure of eu law to
convey shared values at domestic level across europe
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